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Chair’s welcome
Dear Colleague,

On behalf of the faculty, I am pleased to invite you to the Pfizer Oncology satellite symposium “Inside the mind of an RCC 
treating physician: knowledge and hypotheses of today, hope for the future”.

We have seen management of RCC evolve in recent years, with patient outcomes developing in parallel with increased 
knowledge, experience and breadth of treatment options. As clinicians, we rely on the combination of established facts plus 
our own experience, as well as using our instincts about what is best for the patient, to help us make clinical decisions. It is 
now more important than ever to understand our own decision-making processes to help make the most of our knowledge 
and achieve the best outcomes for patients. 

In this symposium, we will dive into the minds of each of our expert faculty to explore how they form their decisions today, 
and discover their hypotheses and hopes for the future. 

We look forward to welcoming you in Madrid for what promises to be both an informative and insightful symposium.

Bernard Escudier
Institut Gustave Roussy, Villejuif, France
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Programme 
Chair: Bernard Escudier (France)
18:00–18:10 Welcome and introduction Bernard Escudier (France)

18:10–18:30 Rational decision making in RCC: Knowledge, hypothesis and hope Eric Jonasch (USA)

18:30–18:50 Critical questions in RCC: Exploring the knowns and the unknowns Lisa Pickering (UK)

18:50–19:10 Inside the mind of the urologist: The power of collaboration in RCC Michael Staehler (Germany)

19:10–19:50 Interactive case-study discussion All faculty, facilitated by  
Bernard Escudier

19:50–20:00 Summary and close Bernard Escudier


